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Abstract:-New records are added time to time in dynamic database. Due to the addition of these new records, scenario 

of the pattern is updated and may be changed. Some of the new item sets may become frequent, while some previously 

derived frequent set may become infrequent. Time is an important factor for every business industry. So temporal data 

mining has been introduced. Temporal data exist extensively in economics, finance, communication, and other areas 

such as weather forecasting. Actually, temporal databases are continually appended or updated so that the discovered 

rules need to be updated. In this paper we represent the survey of various temporal data mining methods 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Pattern mining is one of the most challenging areas of data mining which was introduced in Agrawal et al. (1993) to 

discover the co-occurrence among the different attributes of the dataset. Several algorithms like Apriori(Agrawal et. al., 

1993), SETM (Houtsma and Swami, 1993), AprioriTID (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), DIC (Brin et al., 1997), partition 

algorithm (Savasere et al.,1995), Pincer search (Lin and Kedem, 1998), FP-tree (Han et al., 2000) etc. have been 

developed to meet the requirements of this problem. Temporal frequent pattern mining was first introduced by Wang, 

Yang and Muntz in years 1999-2001. Temporal pattern helps to find the valuable relationship among the different item 

sets, in temporal database. Temporal pattern are largely different from traditional patterns by the fact that temporal 

pattern attempt to model temporal relationships in the data. There are different types of temporal pattern defined in the 

literature such as inter transaction, episode, trend dependencies, and sequence and calendared based pattern people in 

identifying the status of the products. This mobile application system has been created on Android based platform. 

Consumer can search by using textsearch method. Users are just required to key in the registration number of the 

medicine that has been attached on the packages of the medicine. Status of the products will be notified on the screen, 

just a few seconds later. The data has been taken from National Pharmaceutical Control Bureau Ministry of Health 

Malaysia. 

II. TEMPORAL FREQUENT PATTERN MINING PROCESS 

 

Working mechanism of temporal frequent pattern mining process is as described below in figure 1 
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Figure 1 working of temporal frequent pattern mining 

 

A. Transaction time variant dataset   

 

     Database which contains day to day transactions.  

 

B. Increment and decrement with time constraints  

 

   As transaction database is incremental in nature some addition,   deletion or modification occurs on to it. It extracts  

   those changes.  

 

C. Transaction formatting with time constraints 

 

 Items in transactions are arranged in ascending order for Processing. 

 

D. Candidate item sets with time variant 

 

  Candidate item sets of different size are generated.  

 

E. Frequent patterns with time constraint 

 

Frequent pattern are generated by taking consideration of candidate generation with their count values in given database 

with time variant. 

III.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In 2005 NFUP was proposed by Chin-Chen Chang Yu-Chiang Li. The key idea behind of previous incremental mining 

techniques is to reduce the number of times that databases need to be scanned. Although those techniques may avoid 

some unnecessary scanning, they do rescan the original database. The original database is normally much larger than the 

incremental database. Therefore, scanning the original database is time-consuming. This study proposes a new fast 

update algorithm (NFUP) for incremental mining of association rules. NFUP does not require the rescanning of the 

original database to detect new frequent itemsets or delete invalidate item sets. 
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In 2006 B. Sivaselvan and N.P. Gopalan proposed “An Efficient Frequent Temporal Pattern Mining Algorithm”. They 

proposed a new frequent temporal pattern mining algorithm which requires lesser number of repeated scans of original 

input in comparison to previous principle based algorithms. By experimental they demonstrate the significant betterment 

in execution time due to reduced number of input scans and support independence of the proposed algorithm. 

In 2007 Fosca Giannotti et al. proposed “Trajectory Pattern Mining”. They introduce trajectory patterns as concise 

descriptions of frequent behaviors, in terms of both space (i.e., the regions of space visited during movements) and time 

(i.e., the duration of movements). They provide a general formal statement of the novel mining problem and then study 

several different instantiations of different complexity. The various approaches are then empirically evaluated over real 

data and synthetic benchmarks, comparing their strengths and weaknesses.  

In 2008 Panagiotis Papapetrou et al. proposed “Mining Frequent Arrangements of Temporal Intervals”. They defined the 

problem of constraint-based mining of frequent temporal arrangements of event interval sequences and presented three 

efficient methods to solve it. The first two approaches use an arrangement enumeration tree to discover the set of 

frequent arrangements. The DFS method further improves performance over BFS by reaching longer arrangements faster 

and hence eliminating the need for examining smaller subsets of these arrangements. 

In 2009 Anthony J.T. et al proposed “Mining frequent trajectory patterns in spatial–temporal databases”. They proposed 

an efficient graph based mining (GBM) algorithm for mining the frequent trajectory patterns in a spatial–temporal 

database. The proposed method comprises two phases. First, we scan the database once to generate a mapping graph and 

trajectory information lists (TI-lists). By using the mapping graph and TI-lists, the GBM algorithm can localize support 

counting and pattern extension in a small number of TI-lists.  

In 2010 Tarek et al proposed Incremental Mining of Temporal Association Rules algorithm to discover the temporal 

frequent item set after the temporal transaction database has been updated. The basic idea of ITARM algorithm depends 

on previously generated 2-candidate item set with their supports. ITRAM works as it checks first the extension of the 

pervious partition and attempts to find 2-candidate item set from the new partition; if it succeeds then it merges the 

current partition with the pervious partition, and from there it finds the 2-candidate item set. This approach is basically 

introduced to facilitate incremental mining techniques over an ever updating transaction database. 

In 2012 Iyad Batal proposed “A Temporal Pattern Mining Approach for Classifying Electronic Health Record Data”. 

They present the Minimal Predictive Temporal Patterns framework to generate a small set of predictive and non-spurious 

patterns. They proposed approach to the real-world clinical task of predicting patients who are at risk of developing 

heparin induced thrombocytopenia. The results demonstrate the benefit of proposed approach in efficiently learning 

accurate classifiers, which is a key step for developing intelligent clinical monitoring systems. 

In 2014 Gurram Sunitha “Mining Frequent Patterns from Spatiotemporal Data Sets: A Survey”. They highlights the 

importance and applications of spatio-temporal pattern mining and provides a brief survey of key mining techniques for 

discovering three types of spatio-temporal patterns – sequential patterns, co-occurrence patterns and cascaded patterns 

specifically from event data sets and trajectory data sets. 

In 2015 Nguyen Thanh Vu proposed” An Efficient Tree-based Frequent Temporal Inter-object Pattern Mining Approach 

in Time Series Databases” . They propose a tree-based frequent temporal inter-object pattern mining algorithm to cope 

with these two challenges in a level wise bottom-up approach. Proposed approach is more effective and efficient for 

frequent temporal inter-object patterns which are more informative with explicit and exact temporal information 

automatically discovered from a time series database. Proposed work reduced many invalid combinations for frequent 

patterns and also avoided many irrelevant frequent patterns returned to the users.  

In 2016 Gupta Pankaj proposed “Discovering Weighted Calendar-Based Temporal Relationship Rules using Frequent 

Pattern Tree”. They used an incipient mix approach for data mining procedure. The projected algorithm’s provides a 

http://ascidatabase.com/author.php?author=B.&last=Sivaselvan
http://ascidatabase.com/author.php?author=N.P.%20Gopalan&last=
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competent time responsive approach for mining recurrent items in data-set. Temporal FP-Tree with utility of an item set 

as weight proposed to discovers frequent patterns during the time gaps designated by schedule schemas 

 

 CONCLUSION 

In the real world, databases are periodically and continually updated. Therefore, mining must be repeated. Valid 

patterns and rules must to be efficiently generated. Incremental mining must usually involve the original database and the 

new added transactions. Scanning the original database is very expensive, there are several methods are proposed for 

avoiding the rescanning of the original database. The concept of temporal association rule (TAR) has been introduced in 

order to solve the problem of handling time series by including time expressions into association rules. There are several 

methods like NFUP, ITARM PPM and SWF where proposed to solve the problem of finding temporal association rules 

in the transaction database. They also reduce the time needed for generating new candidates by storing candidate 2-

itemsets. 
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